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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED DURING THE TRIP FROM
THE CITY OF BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA, TO THE CITY OF SAO PAULO, BRAZIL, TO
THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Blindness of humanity starts with the indifference and omission of the souls towards the sacred
Kingdom of God. Thus the souls uninterested in knowing their real purpose lose the total vision of
their horizon and of their inner universe.

At this time the Celestial Hierarchy tries to sow new codes as seeds of light in arid deserts, and it is
the prayer of all those who correspond to the Plan that allows all to be balanced.

Thus, Your Heavenly Mother knits upon the planetary consciousness a network of light capable of
supporting the currents that will come in aid to the entire humanity.

This universal action generated by groups of prayer that have contact with this cosmic frequency
allows the Laws to change and the foreseen events not to take place on Earth before their time, in
spite of the great mental and spiritual indifference that might exist.

Dear children, the Celestial Father rejoices when the major part of the consciousnesses respond to
the celestial Call and do it with sincerity and truth. This also generates an inexplicable fusion
between the spiritual and human planes. Thus, codes of light from the seventh celestial Universe
descend and provide that all the planet receives an undeserved Grace.

The open and available heart is allowed to go through the thick layers of the global indifference
with its prayer, and makes all the Creation, from now onwards, to count on spirits decided to fulfill
the Plan.

I thank you for responding to My call!

In union with all the servers of God,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


